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Abstract: Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) is a common technique used for testing in power electronics.
It draws upon FPGAs (field-programmable gate arrays) because they allow for reaching real-time
simulation for mid-high switching frequencies. FPGA area and delay are keys to reaching a compro-
mise between performance and accuracy. To minimize area and delay, signal word length (WL) is
critical. Furthermore, the input and output’s WL should be carefully chosen because these signals
come from ADCs (analog-to-digital converters) or go to DACs (digital-to-analog converters). In other
words, the role of ADCs and DACs is the boundary condition when assigning all the signal WLs
in an HIL model. This research presents an automatic method for computing the signal WLs in the
corresponding model by considering input/output boundary conditions. This automatic method
needs a single simulation to decide both the integer and fractional width of every signal. Our method
accelerates the process, showing an advantage over manual methods and those requiring multiple
simulations. The proposed method is applied to create all the WL assignments to the signals involved
in a fixed-point coded buck converter model, which shows its feasibility.

Keywords: FPGA; HIL; word length (WL); ADC; DAC; boundary conditions; fixed-point; floating-
point; buck converter

1. Introduction

Electric and electronic devices evolve at breakneck speed, making the hardware-
in-the-loop (HIL) simulation technique a unique partner for keeping up with this fast
development. This technique allows for the emulation of system behavior in real time with
accurate results [1]. One of the most recently published research studies on wind turbine
certification shows small enough deviations between field-based and HIL-based simulation
results [2].

HIL is commonly used as a testing process in different areas of power electronics [3–9].
Within this field, there are different studies on automatic control for electric drives [10,11]
or power converters [12–14] implemented with FPGAs. In fact, there are many research
studies on power converters using FPGAs because of their performance for mid-high
switching frequencies [15,16]. To drive signals in and out from an HIL simulation, DACs
(digital-to-analog converters) and ADCs (analog-to-digital converters) must be used. The
number of bits used in these DACs and ADCs is limited and cannot be freely chosen.
Therefore, the hardware (HW) imposes strong restrictions that play the role of boundary
conditions (BC).

When designing any system in an FPGA, the signals that represent numerical quan-
tities will be represented as floating-point or fixed-point, where there are different bits
devoted to the integer and fractional parts. For modeling, algorithm designers prefer
floating-point due to its flexibility and ease of use. However, floating-point implies more
hardware resources, which increase the cost. Therefore, fixed-point arithmetic is the final
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choice for synthesizable models where area or time are critical, even though it also requires
more effort to find a good enough number of bits for properly representing every signal;
that is, to find the right word length (WL) [17–21].

Industry is interested in making smaller and faster hardware. Nonetheless, in order
to program an FPGA, a synthesizable code is needed, in which FPGA area and delay are
the keys to efficiency without jeopardizing accuracy [22–25]. The number of lookup tables
(LUTs) and flip-flops (FFs) are typical parameters for assessing the size of the logic circuit.
A total delay comes from the logic and routing within the FPGA: the shorter the WL, the
fewer the number of LUTs, despite reducing accuracy. Nevertheless, the area and delay
shrink with lower LUTs. This leads to finding a trade-off between the FPGA area and delay
and the accuracy. One of the strategies applied for optimizing the WL is signal grouping
based on different criteria [26–28].

This paper proposes a method for choosing the number of bits of both the integer
and fractional part of all signals in an HIL model of a fixed-point switched converter. The
paper presents two main contributions in the field of WL optimization for HIL applied
to power electronics. The first contribution is an automatic method that achieves optimal
results through a single simulation of the system, obtaining the range of different signal
values in both transient and steady-state regimes. From this simulation, the necessary
values are automatically derived to adjust the WL to an optimal level, avoiding wasted
space and ensuring appropriate resolution. This automated approach eliminates the need
for calculations or formula applications by hand to determine bandwidths, overcoming
limitations in previous research approaches [26,29].

The second contribution focuses on boundary conditions. The proposed system allows
for the customization of optimization across numerous cases by imposing specific boundary
conditions. These boundary conditions are determined by the bit width of the ADCs and
DACs, i.e., the inputs and outputs of the system. It is crucial to adapt the resolution of
internal signals based on these boundary conditions to prevent bit wastage and ensure
efficient resource utilization. The paper demonstrates how to identify the signals that
determine the resolution of other signals, thereby enabling the optimal adjustment of bit
widths in all internal signals of the system.

In summary, this paper addresses the calculation of the optimal number of bits in in-
ternal signals. The proposed approach is the only one that takes into account the resolution
of ADCs and DACs, which are the inputs and outputs of the HIL system, ensuring efficient
resource utilization and adaptation to specific conditions. This automatic and adaptable
methodology represents a substantial advancement in the field of bit width optimization
for HIL systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents fixed-point basic
concepts and explains the application example and simulation details. Section 3 shows the
results. Finally, Section 4 provides the discussion and conclusions.

2. Word Length Selection with Boundary Conditions
2.1. Case Study

In this paper, a buck converter is selected to show in detail how to make a WL selection
with BC. The buck converter topology is shown in Figure 1. For simplicity, a simple buck
converter without losses is presented, although the same conclusions for other topologies
can also be achieved. For this model, the output voltage (vout) and the inductor current (iL)
are the state variables. The selected parameters used for the proposed method are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Buck converter parameters.

Parameter Buck Converter

fsw 200 kHz
L 22 µH
C 220 µF
P 10 W

vout 5 V
vg 12 V
∆t 20 ns

Figure 1. Buck converter schematic.

The inductor voltage is defined by Equation (1):

vL = L
diL
dt

. (1)

Using the explicit Euler method, from Equation (1), the inductor current for each time
step k is as follows:

iL(k) = iL(k− 1) +
∆t
L

vL(k− 1), (2)

where:

vL(k− 1) =


vg(k− 1)− vout(k− 1), when Q = 1
−vout(k− 1), when Q = 0 and iL > 0
0, when Q = 0 and iL = 0

. (3)

Analogously, the capacitor current is defined by Equation (4):

iC(k− 1) = iL(k− 1)− iR(k− 1). (4)

Again, using the explicit Euler method, the output voltage for each time step k is:

vout(k) = vout(k− 1) +
∆t
C

iC(k− 1), (5)

where ∆t is the simulation time step, L is the inductance, and C is the capacitance, which
are all constants, while the MOSFET state (Q), the inductor voltage value (vL), the load
current iR, and the capacitor current iC value are variables. The MOSFET may be closed
(Q = 1) or open (Q = 0). In the former case, vL is equal to vg − vout, when in the second case
vL is equal to −vout when iL > 0 (continuous conduction mode or CCM), but is zero when
iL = 0 (discontinuous conduction mode or DCM). On the other hand, ic is always equal to
iL − iR.
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2.2. Initial Assignment of Bits Based on Simulation Data

To represent a fixed-point signal, several bits (X) for the integer part and some other
bits (Y) for the fractional part are needed. The total number of bits is X + Y + 1 to include
the sign, which is coded in two’s complement. The number of bits is carefully chosen for
each part and presented in the format X.Y for simplicity. A 64-bit floating-point simulation
from the case study is used as a golden model to obtain actual values from every signal.
This simulation must include a transient regime in which the extreme values of every
signal are reached, but also a steady-state regime which usually includes the smallest
increments. The simulation can be run by any tool, as long as the set of values of every
signal along the simulation can be extracted. At this point, this work follows [26] to
find the minimum number of bits for the integer and fractional part of each signal as
described below. For that purpose, model signals are separated into three main groups:
constants, accumulative, and non-accumulative (see Figure 2). Constants have a fixed
value. State variables depend on their previous values, so they fall into the accumulative
category. However, non-accumulative signals, i.e., inputs and outputs, feedback signals,
and multiplexer outputs, may or may not depend on another system variable.

0

vg 

5.−3 + n2v
vl 

5.−2 + n2v

voutFeedback 
5.−2 + n2v

voutExt 
5.−2 + n2v

0

iin
6.5 + n2i

iLFeedback

6.0 + n2i

ir
3.0 + n2i

iC
5.6 + n2i

dt/C
−13.14 + n3C

dt/L
−10.11 + n3L

Q 

Q 

Q 

vout 

5.−2 + n1v

voutAdd 

−8.20 + n1v

iLAdd 

−5.8 + n1i
iL 

6.0 + n1i

iL>0.0 

iL>0.0 

iL>0.0 

Figure 2. Schematic of the case study. Non-accumulative signals (blue), accumulative signals (red),
and constants (green).

Following Equation (6), the minimum number of bits for the integer part X of every
signal (b) is obtained. The maximum absolute value of the signal is used in this case, which
usually takes place during the transient behaviour. An extra bit is added for avoiding
possible overflows.

X = dlog2(max(|b|))e+ 1 (6)

As a general rule for the fractional side, the minimum value in steady-state for every
signal is taken. Thus, the number of bits following Equation (6) is:

Y = −blog2(min(|b|))c (7)

However, if the signal in a steady-state regime crosses zero, a colossal amount of
fractional bits is required to represent numbers close to zero. In this scenario, the criteria
in [29] are followed, where the authors suggest not computing the smaller values to a highly
accurate level if those points do not have enough impact over the whole signal. Thus, the
algorithm first detects the maximum and minimum in a steady-state regime. The next step
is discarding 5% of the time with smaller values, considering the rest for an accurate level
of representation. The mathematical expression is shown in (8):

Y = −blog2(|
2.5
100

(Maxss −minss)|c, (8)
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where Maxss is the maximum of the signal, and minss is the minimum of the signal, both
over a steady-state regime.

Equations (9) and (10), as in (6) and (7), return the minimum number of bits to begin
with for representing a constant value:

X = dlog2(const)e, (9)

Y = −blog2(|const|)c, (10)

In fact, X + Y, as stated in (9) and (10), will be always 1, so the total number of bits
would be X +Y + 1 = 2 bits, including the sign. Such a minimum number of bits represents
a signal with low resolution, so to obtain a reasonable resolution, more fractional bits have
to be added. The following sub-section presents detailed rules to figure out the right
amount of additional bits to be added to the fractional part.

2.3. Final Assignment of Bits Based on Boundary Conditions

This section shows why boundary conditions are key to finding out the final number
of bits for every signal involved. The extra bits to be added to the fractional part of every
signal are represented as n1i, n1v, n2i, n2v, n3L, and n3C for the accumulative (iL and vout),
non-accumulative (iin, ir, iLFeedback, iC, vg, voutFeedback,vl and voutExt), and constant (dt/L and
dt/C) groups, respectively. For the sake of clarity, the proposed automatic method is
divided into three steps:

1. Accumulative signals’ word length.
There are two different sub-groups within those three main groups, as can be seen in
Figure 2. The solid red line represents the current, and the dashed red line represents
the voltage. Every signal is linked within the same sub-group through arithmetical
operations. When adding, if one signal has fewer bits than another, the resolution of
the result is defined by the one with fewer fractional bits. Therefore, the signal with
fewer fractional bits should be raised to have as many fractional bits as the others in
the same sub-group in order to maintain the required accuracy.
For instance, taking the solid red line sub-group, the fractional sides of all accumu-
lative signals are adjusted, assigning them the highest value. The fractional part of
iL is Y = 0, and the fractional part of iLadd is Y = 8 at the initial assignment (see
Figure 2). Taking the highest value within this upper sub-group, the fractional part of
iL is eight as well. This is analogous to the sub-group at the bottom. Initially, voutadd
is Y = 20, and vout is Y = −2. Their fractional part becomes Y = 20, which is the
highest between them.
Once the fractional bits in each sub-group are adjusted, it is time for WL equalization.
In [26], the authors state that if the number of bits in a group (such as accumulative
signals) are different, the one with fewer bits acts as a bottleneck. Thus, the difference
between both WLs will be the number of extra bits to be added to the sub-group
with fewer bits. The extra bits n1i and n1v (for the above sub-group and below sub-
group, respectively) are added to the fractional part for improving resolution. For
the accumulative group, iL and vout are the signals inside the accumulative group, so
they need to be compared with each other. Their WLs are 15 (Q6.8) and 26 (Q5.20),
respectively. The difference between them is 11 bits, which represents the number
of bits to add to the smallest accumulative signal sub-group. Thus, the extra bits for
adding to each group are n1i = 11 and n1v = 0, as shown in Figure 3.

2. Input–output boundary conditions.
This second step presents the adjustment of non-accumulative signals (blue signals).
Input–output signals fall in this group and have a number of bits imposed by the
bits of the DACs and ADCs used. The same adjustment as in the previous step is
carried out, but for equalizing both sub-groups: the current (solid blue line) and
voltage sub-group (dashed blue line). The input signals from ADCs must have the
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same number of bits as the ADCs used. They become the BC because having fewer
bits degrades the model accuracy and filling with zeros to the right does not include
any advantage. Taking the upper sub-group, we adjust the fractional sides of all
non-accumulative signals, assigning them the highest value.
Taking the current sub-group, the fractional sides of all non-accumulative signals are
adjusted, assigning them the highest value. For instance, the fractional parts of vg
and vl are Y = −3 and Y = −2, respectively, at the initial assignment (see Figure 3).
Taking the highest value within this upper sub-group, the fractional part of each one
will be Y = −2. This is analogous for the voltage sub-group. The initial fractional
parts for voutExt and voutFeedback are incidentally the same, Y = −2. In this example,
there is no need to find the highest fractional part for imposing the most restrictive
amount to the fractional part of vl .
Next is for WL equalization, as shown before. Following input–outputs, the fractional
parts of vg, voutExt, iin, and ir need to be compared among each other. Their WLs are 3
(5.− 2), 3 (5.− 2), 12 (6.6), and 9 (3.6), respectively. In this work, 12 bits are imposed
as a BC, since this is a common value of ADCs. Therefore, the extra bits (n2i and
n2v) that end up with the same WL for every signal within the same main group are
n2v = 9 and n2i = 3, respectively, to fit the BC. Additionally, voutFeedback and iLFeedback
receive the same value as vg and ir, respectively.

3. Adjust constants’ word length.
That is the easiest step because constants (∆t/L and ∆t/C) need only one bit to start.
The WL without the sign bit is (X + Y = 1), so there is no need to find the highest
value between constants. For WL equalization, as pointed out in [26], constants use
the largest n value of the rest of the sub-groups. The highest value among the four
sub-groups mentioned before is 11. Thus, the extra bits needed to result in the same
WL for each constant is n3L = n3C = 11. The final values are summarized in Figure 3.

0

vg 

5.7
vl 

5.7

voutFeedback 
5.7

voutExt 
5.7

0

iin
6.6

iLFeedback

6.9

ir
3.9

iC
5.9

dt/C
−13.25

dt/L
−10.22

Q 

Q 

Q 

vout 

5.20

voutAdd 

−8.20

iLAdd 

−5.19
iL 

6.19

iL>0.0 

iL>0.0 

iL>0.0 

n2v=9 n3L=11 n1i=11

n2i=3n3C=11n1v=0

Figure 3. Schematic of the case study. Non-accumulative signals (blue), accumulative signals (red),
and constants (green). Values after applying BC.

This method is able to be automated as an algorithm. A novelty of this work is its
automation by coding it in a MATLAB script. The algorithm is based on the BC and
the parameters addressed in Table 1. It creates a single simulation to find the minimum
values for the integer (X) and fractional (Y) parts. At that point, the algorithm executes
the previous steps to find the number of bits for both parts of all model signals, obtaining
the WL for every model signal. A flow chart is depicted in Figure 4 to clarify what the
algorithm does.
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Start
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Generation of the 
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Show results and 
generate JSON 

file.

End

Figure 4. Flow chart of MATLAB script.

3. Results

The proposed method supplies a WL for every signal with only one simulation and
boundary conditions. However, to verify the method works, this study uses relative error
(RE) to analyze whether the number of bits chosen is other than the ones given back by the
proposed method. Therefore, all simulations shown in this section are used for method
validation. However, they would not be necessary when simply applying the method.

First, a golden model as a reference is established by simulating the case study using
64-bit floating-point number representation. Figure 5 shows how state variables vout and
iL from that model behave until both reach a steady-state regime. Parameter values are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 5. (a) vout signal and (b) iL signal, both based on a 64-bit floating-point simulation.

Second, a fixed-point buck converter model is simulated to assess the number of bits
given by the proposed method for every signal. The RE of the fixed-point model with
respect to the golden model is computed by the mean absolute error (MAE), which is
expressed in the numerator of Equation (11), divided by the typical value of each signal. Of
course, the typical value is different for each signal. These values are 5 V and 2 A for vout
and iL, respectively, which correspond to the nominal values, as can be deduced in Table 1.
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The RE parameter provides information about how efficient the proposed method is in
comparison with a supposedly almost no error system, the golden model. The same time
step (20 ns) is defined for both simulations, so there are no differences due to sampling. A
comparison of every sample between the golden model (Gmi) and the respective sample
(Fpmi) from the fixed-point model is completed. The number of samples, Nsamp, is also
the same for both simulations, and Tvalue is the typical value for each signal, as stated
before. The mathematical expression for the RE is shown in Equation (11):

RE =
MAE

Tvalue
=

∑
Nsamp
i=1 |Fpmi − Gmi|/Nsamp

Tvalue
. (11)

The resolution problem in fixed-point implemented systems usually comes from a
bottleneck, i.e., a signal that produces most of the system error. Thus, several simulations
are carried out by increasing every signal WL (or signal group in this study) to identify such
a bottleneck. Then, a sweep over different values is accomplished for the state variables WL
(continuously and independently for both state variables), constants, and non-accumulative
variables, restricted in principle by the BC. The procedure is based on increasing the WL of
every group individually and analyzing whether the RE decreases.

Figure 6 shows how the RE evolves versus the number of bits (in increments of two)
for the fractional part of one state variable, in this case vout. The number of bits for the state
variable iL remains with the value (X.Y = 6.19) given by the method. Both curves have
similar tendencies and point to Y = 20 as the maximum number of bits for the fractional
part without wasting bits. From that value onward, the RE does not diminish, so additional
bits would be wasted. Thus, although similar results can be achieved by using iL, vout is
used for computing RE for the following comparisons.

Figure 6. RE used as a reference signal for computing vout (blue) and iL (black) .

A biparametric simulation study is made to clarify candidates for the bottleneck. A
sweep over the number of bits for the fractional part of vout and another sweep over the
number of bits for the fractional part of iL are made for four different scenarios. The results
from all of them—(a), (b), (c), and (d)—are presented in Figure 7. Every chart shows the
RE with a different number of bits for the fractional part of iL versus a range of bits for the
fractional part of vout. They also highlight the optimum number of bits for the fractional
part of vout, given back by the automated algorithm.
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Figure 7. RE for four scenarios: (a) WL = 12 for input–outputs and constants; (b) WL = 12 bits for
input–outputs and WL = 22 for constants; (c) WL = 12 for input–outputs and WL = 22 for constants;
and (d) WL = 22 for every group.

An additional simulation based on a 32-bit floating-point number representation (in-
stead of a fixed-point one) is included in the study. A 32-bit floating-point number is a very
common choice in the industry because it has the advantage of floating-point (not choos-
ing the integer and fractional bits for each signal), while also keeping the necessary HW
resources within reasonable limits compared to 64-bit numbers. The additional simulation
also meets the 12-bit restriction for the inputs and outputs, and it is addressed by the green
horizontal line to help clarify the error results in Figure 7. Additionally, it is meaningful in
the synthesis results.

On the other hand, such a simulation acts as a baseline for comparison in every
scenario in Figure 7 coming from the proposed method.

The setup for every scenario is as follows:

(a) Theoriginal WL defined by the proposed method for the input–outputs and con-
stants. In this case, both are set to WL = 12. The minimum RE is around 4× 10−4.
A similar result can be seen in Figure 6. In fact, the vout simulation in Figure 6 is
the same as Y(iL) = 19 in Figure 7a, which is the result coming from the proposed
method. However, in Figure 7a, there are different simulations with other fractional
values for iL to verify that the automatic selection comes out with the optimum
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number of bits. The difference between the RE coming from the 32-bit floating-point
and the RE from the automatic selection (Yvout = 20, YiL = 19) is smaller than 1%
(0.64%).

(b) Keeping WL = 12 bits for input–outputs and increasing the constants by 10 bits,
for a total WL = 22 bits. As seen in Figure 7b, all the results for this case are very
similar to those of case (a). Thus, the signals that increased their WL for (b) do not
have any additional contribution from case (a). The minimum RE is also around
4× 10−4, so there is no improvement. Thus, constants are not the bottleneck.

(c) Keeping WL = 12 bits for constants and increasing the input–outputs by 10 bits, for
a total WL = 22 bits. If the WL increases one bit for every signal, the error should
be divided by two. Simulations from Y = 17 to Y = 29 show that RE drops to
be around 4× 10−5, a lower order of magnitude than in previous scenarios. That
means that increasing 10 bits reduces the RE by only a factor of 10, when it should be
reduced by 210 = 1024 if this were the only bottleneck. Therefore, the input–outputs
that increased their WL in this case were part of the bottleneck, but not the only
ones responsible for the system error.
Regarding the 32-bit floating-point (green horizontal line), the input–outputs have
WL = 22 bits for the analysis coherence. This chart shows that increasing input-
outputs by 10 bits is not enough to achieve the results shown by the baseline green
horizontal line, despite RE being smaller than in previous scenarios. Thus, input–
outputs are not exclusively the bottleneck.

(d) Increasing input–outputs by 10 bits and raising constants to a total of WL = 22 bits
in both groups. The results shown in Figure 7d fall further, to 4× 10−7, which is
approximately 210 lower than in Figure 7a. This is in good accordance with the
expected results because, for obtaining a decrease in the error of 210, 10 bits have
been added to both groups. This means that both input–outputs and constants were
acting as bottlenecks in the original scenario (a) obtained by the proposed method,
showing its validity.

Looking at the automatic selection, although its RE is a bit higher than the RE from the
32-bit floating-point, its RE remains around 4× 10−5. Both results come from synthesizable
models and keep the same WL restriction for the input–output signals. However, hardware
resources are different, as shown by the synthesis results.

Apart from the error results, it is also important to check the synthesis results. The
proposed method’s advantage is in obtaining a reasonable error, which has been shown to
be as good as 32-bit floating-point, but it also decreases the necessary HW resources. Let us
examine the HW resources for both methods. Tests have been conducted on an ad hoc HIL
system implemented in an FPGA Xilinx Zynq Zybo (xc7z010cllg400-1) with the Vivado
2021.2 tool. It has not been tested on a commercial HIL system because these systems do
not allow the user to configure the format of the internal signals, so their width cannot be
tuned. The setup is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Block diagram setup for the experimental tests.
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Figure 8 shows the block diagram setup for the experimental tests. It is important to
notice that the experimental setup is entirely inside an FPGA. The central block is called
BUCK, which is the HIL system explained in Section 2. The internal signal width of this
block is updated for each experiment. The rest of the blocks are used for testing the HIL
system. For instance, the PWM block (pulse-width modulator) generates a gate signal
(MOSFET), which is the main input of the HIL system. Both blocks, PWM and BUCK, are
synchronized using the same clock, so no error is due to synchronization issues. The other
inputs of the HIL system are Vin and Iout (input voltage and load current, respectively).
In order to change them easily, they are defined by the user using the VIO block, which
is a virtual input/output controlled by a computer. The user defines the values of these
signals in the computer interface, and the new values are sent to the FPGA via the JTAG
(joint test action group) cable, which is the four-pin interface commonly used in FPGAs for
programming and debugging. The outputs of the HIL system, mainly Vout and IL (output
voltage and inductor current, which are the state variables), are sent to the ILA (integrated
logic analyzer) block. The ILA is a customizable logic analyzer core capable of registering
the values of internal FPGA signals in order to send them later to the computer through
the JTAG cable. The values are stored in the internal RAM memory of the FPGA and later
sent to the computer visualization tool through the JTAG cable, so no additional wires are
needed for debugging, just the JTAG cable, which is also used for programming. Finally,
the load current (Iout) is generated by multiplying Vout by 1/Rout. This value, 1/Rout, is
also sent through the VIO, so the resistor load can be changed by the user.

The synthesis results are summarized in Table 2. Fx-p is the fixed-point model of the
proposed method, Fx-p + 10 is the model of the proposed method with 10 bits added to all
signals, and 32-bit Fl-p is the 32-bit floating-point model. In the design, the number of LUTs
and DSPs point to the size of the combinational part, while the number of FFs represents
the sequential part, respectively. The buck converter model used in this work only registers
two points (the two state variables), so almost the entire design is combinational. Thus, the
number of LUTs is higher than the number of FFS. A DSP (digital signal processor) block
consists of computing arithmetic operations (addition and or multiplication). Therefore,
DSPs are also part of the combinational part of the circuit.

Table 2. Synthesis results.

Model LUTs FFs DSPs Tclk,min

Fx-p 338 61 4 6.326
Fx-p + 10 455 61 6 7.619
32-bit Fl-p 1029 73 4 16.885

The 32-bit floating-point model has a noticeably higher number of LUTs (1029) than
the two fixed-point models (338) and (455), correspondingly. Additionally, the number
of FFs, as well as the delay, are also higher. Therefore, the 32-bit floating-point model
requires more than double the area and computing delay, leading to the method proposed
as the best choice for saving the design area and improving the delay without jeopardizing
accuracy.

As a comparison, the work presented in [26] proposes a manual adjustment of the
WL. In that study, all the signals involved in the system must be individually analyzed
to set the WL. The novelty of the current paper, compared to the approach in [26], lies in
two fundamental aspects. Firstly, the proposed method automatically obtains the data
by extracting them from the simulation, automatically distinguishing the key values in
both transient and steady-state regimes. Another novelty concerning this work is that,
given the wide variety of ADCs and DACs available on the market, each one with different
resolutions in their inputs and outputs, it was not very practical to develop a system valid
for only one resolution. This paper proposes integrating the resolution constraints for both
the output and input of the converter as input variables of the system. The advantage
of this method compared to others presented in the bibliography is that it can now be
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used with any ADC or DAC converter available on the market, making it applicable in
countless scenarios.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes an automatic method to select the number of bits for all the
signals of the HIL model in a fixed-point switched converter. It only requires a single 64-bit
floating-point simulation: steady state and transients, in which extreme values that are
reached are included. From the values reached in this simulation, minimum starting bits are
chosen for the integer and fractional parts. However, the fractional parts are subsequently
increased, as detailed in the proposed method, in order to spread the weight of the error
among them and to ensure that no signal becomes the bottleneck alone, i.e., no wasted bits.

In addition, the proposed method takes into account the boundary conditions imposed
by the inputs and outputs of the model via ADCs and DACs. It is the only method that
includes these boundary conditions. Additional simulations show that the number of bits
chosen by the method from a single simulation is adequate.

Compared to other works of WL determination, the method shown in this work allows
the user to use a single simulation instead of multiple ones, and also to take into account
the available resolution of its inputs and outputs determined by ADCs and DACs. The
proposed method provides the optimal WL for all signals involved in that specific system.
On the other hand, the synthesis results indicate a significant improvement over classical
minimum design effort methods, such as representing all signals in a 32-bit floating-point.
The results in both area and time are more than twice as good in the proposed method
compared to the classical 32-bit floating-point method.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://github.com/carlosqgomez/Resol_Buck_Boundary_Conditions.git.
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